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Abstract 

Bihar is a state in India that consists of 38 districts and 9 divisions and it is considered the 3rd most large populous place in 
India. From June to November, is a preferable period for visiting this state. The culture of Bihar is unique. The river of the Ganges is 
spread throughout the state. There are many languages but often spoken by them are Hindi and Urdu. Their food stands a lot with veg 
and non-veg and it is a mix of north and east Indian cuisine. The economy is in a growth process it supports the state in gross state 
domestic product. 80% of people are engaged in agricultural activity. It supplies vast perishable food items like vegetables and fruits to 
all over the states in India. Industries' contributions are concentrated in various fields. The industrial sector is mostly merged or connected 
with the agricultural field. Industries are growing over a period. The vast transportation facility is an advantage to this state. It is the best 
place for tourism. The government has taken several steps to build a good infrastructure that suits the people in the state and who visit 
the state. 

 
Keywords: Culture, Agriculture, Tourism, Economy. 
 
Introduction 

India is often referred to as a subcontinent of Southern Asia owing to its distinct characteristics and vast landmass.  India is 
known for its incredible architecture and it is famous for its iconic monuments, Colourful celebrations and festivals. Its spiritual 
connection connects the large population. 

 
 Bihar is a place filled with history and spiritual significance. It’s located in the eastern part of India and this state is known as 
the land of monasteries. There are lot of things that make this place worth visiting. Every ancestry that ruled over Bihar had left indelible 
imprints over the land. Various rock edicts and pillars are constructed by Mauryan emperor Ashoka. These abide gives evidence to the 
supremacy of Bihar which once it enjoyed in every field. 
 
Study Area and Methodology 

This study reveals about outline of Bihar. This study methodology is historical, analytical, exploratory and descriptive. The 
study relies on secondary data. The secondary data for the study was gathered from published books and articles. Many journals provided 
a lot of information for the research work. 
 
State outline 

The name Bihar is derived from a Sanskrit word “Vihara”. Bihar is also known as a Land of Nirvana. The capital of Bihar is 
Pataliputra which is commonly known as Patna which is situated on the banks of the holy river Ganga. There are two well defined 
regions which divide Bihar into two parts namely North of river Ganges and South of Ganges River. Bihar has observed various stages 
of Indian history and has yet succeeded in retaining its identity. At present it is one of the fast-developing states in India. Buddhism and 
Jainism were born in the state of Bihar.  

 
Districts 

There are 38 districts in a state of Bihar they are grouped into nine divisions. The division are Patna, Tirhut, Saran, Darbhanga, 
Kosi, Purnia, Bhagalpur, Munger and Magadh. The following are the disticts of Bihar namely Arwal, Patna, Nalanda, Rohtas, Bhabhua, 
Bhojpur, Buxar, Gaya, Jehanabad, Nawada, Siwan, Gopalganj, Sitamarhi, Muzaffarpur, Shivahar, West Champaran, East Champaran, 
Vaishali, Darbhanga, Madhubani, Samastipur, Saharsa, Supaul, Madhepura, Purnia, Araria, Kishanganj, Katihar, Banka, Bhagalpur, 
Munger, Lakhisarai, Aurangabad, Saran, Shekhpura, Jamui, Khagaria and Begusarai. 

 
Climate 

The climate of Bihar is a certain climatic pattern of the Indian subcontinent. Winter months from December and January 
remains extremely cold with temperatures ranging range from 0-10 °C (32-50 °F). The summer from the month of March to May the 
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temperatures soars up to 35-40 °C (95-104 °F). The Southwest monsoon accounts for most of the rainfall in the state extending from 
June to September. The retreating southwest monsoon is from October to November. 

 
River 

Bihar has a number of rivers, one of the most important river is the holy river Ganga. The river Ganga flows right across it 
from west to east. Other leading rivers of the State are Kosi, Kamala, Balan, Gandak and etc., in the North Bihar and Sone, Siwan, 
Punpun, Sakari, Chanan and etc., in the South Bihar. 
 
Forest 
 Based on the exposition of satellite data pertaining the forest cover in the state is 7,299 sq km which is 7.75% of the State’s 
geographical area. In terms of forest canopy density classes, the state has 332 sq km under very dense forest, 3,260 sq km under 
moderately dense forest and 3,707 sq km under open forest. The Recorded Forest Area of the State is 6,877.41 sq km which is 7.30% 
of the Geographic area. The Reserved, Protected and Unclassed Forests are 10.08%, 89.91%, and 0.01% respectively of the recorded 
forest area. Kaimur (Bhabua), Jamui, and Nawada are the top three districts in terms of forest cover as a percentage of geographical area 
of the respective districts. 
 
Culture 

The traditional Bihar society has a rich cultural life that includes art, dance, music, festivals and fairs. The culture seems 
incomplete without taking into account all of its aspects. Bihar has a glorious past and wealthy cultural heritage. The people of Bihar 
have maintained their cultural traditions well. Bihar's folk dances are really fun to watch. Folk music is sung by the people to celebrate 
some important occasions. The festivals are enjoyed with joy and happiness. The Pitrapaksha Mela also takes place in Gaya in Bihar. 
Many people of different religions and faiths coexist together by respecting each other's religious beliefs and practices, while also 
emphasizing their own individual lifestyles based on simple living and high thinking. They are a group of people who are kind and 
generous and who still maintain their affinity for the regional food habits and clothing styles of their home region. The traditional 
clothing of the Bihari people is a dhoti-kurta for men and a saree for women. 

 
Languages  

The languages that are often spoken by the residentiary and have become an important part of the identity of the state of Bihar 
are Hindi and Urdu. These pair of dialects are not only limited in the state of Bihar but have penetrated into most of the homes across 
the vast length of the country. Amongst the other important languages that are often spoken in Bihar, some are mentioned below: 
Angika - Originally, this dialect was mainly spoken in the Anga region of India. Angika is also spoken in major metropolitan areas, 
such as Mumbai, Delhi, Durgapur, Punjab, Surat, Patna, Ranchi, Jamshedpur, Bokado, and many more. It is easy to fluently speak 
Bengali, Oriya and Assamese, as they are all closely linked to each other. 
Bhojpuri - This dialect is spoken mainly in the states of Bihar, Jharkhand, and Purvanchal. Bihari languages like Bhojpuri and Magadhi 
are sometimes referred to as Bihari languages. 
Maithili - Being consider as the one of the languages belonging to the Indo-Aryan origin, it is principally spoken in the states of Bihar 
and Nepal. This regional language is thought to bear the essence of Bengali. 
 
Cuisines 

Bihar cuisine has a lot to say about vegetarian and non-vegetarian foods. Most Bihar residents prefer vegetarian dishes 
consisting of rice, roti, lentils, cucumber and tarkari, aloo chokha, shabi paneer, veg koma, palak paneer, bharwan karela and etc. There 
are a lot of Buddhists and Jains in Bihar who follow a vegetarian diet, while others prefer to eat non-vegetarian foods. 

 
One unique feature of this state is gram powder, which is most often mixed with water, salt, and lime juice. A popular breakfast 

in all of the state is Chura-Dahi (flattened rice and curd) together with sugar or jaggery. There are many different types of specialty 
sweets that are made in various parts of the state for special occasions. Khaja, tilkut, anarsa, and thekua are some of the supplements, 
which is part of the dreams of all the sweet tooth in Bihari. 

 
Economy 

Bihar has consistently experienced socio-economic development over the last decade, despite limited availability of financial 
resources. To supplement the growth process, the State Government is working on the ‘Seven Resolves’ which includes welfare of 
youth, women employment, supply of electricity to all households, clean drinking water, road connectivity, toilet facility, and provision 
of higher technical education. The Gross State Domestic Product of Bihar for 2021-22 at current prices is projected to be Rs 
7,57,026 crore. This is an annual increase of 11% over the GSDP in 2019-20.  As per the revised estimates in 2020-21 GSDP is estimated 
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to increase by 4.7% over the previous year budget estimate was 11.1%. Revenue surplus in 2021-22 is estimated to be Rs 9,196 crore 
which is 1.21% of the GSDP. 

 
Human Resources 

Bihar is the 3rd most State with high population in the Country. The population of the Bihar as per 2011 census is 104099452 
persons it consists of 54278157 males and 49821295 females. The quota of Bihar is 8.6 percent in country’s total population. The 
concept of human development as flipped light on total development of human beings by considering improvement in all these sectors 
like economic, social, cultural, educational, health and civic conditions. 

 
Agriculture 

Bihar is a strong agricultural state, with a long history of producing crops and food. Bihar has a high percentage of population 
employed in agricultural production, compared to the national average. It is the fourth largest producer of vegetables and the eighth 
largest producer of fruits in India. It is also famous for the cotton dhurries and curtains produced by artisans in central Bihar particularly 
in the Patna and Bihar-Sharif areas. Agriculture is the main stay of economy of Bihar.  The commercial products of Bihar in crops are 
rice, wheat, lentils, maize (corn), sugar cane and fruits. 

 
Industries 

The state has a large pool of affordable industrial labour, which makes it an ideal location for a wide range of industries. Sponge 
iron, oil refinery, forging, fertilisers, jelly filled communication cables, watch factory are the major products are concentrated in 
industries. It has many industries connect with agricultural products. Bihar is popular for its production of high-quality silk, sugar, jute, 
etc. The state is rapidly developing in business. 

 
Conveyance 

Bihar serves as a major transit center which connects northeastern regions with other parts of the country. It is a prime region 
that enjoys wholesome transportation facilities with vast network of roadways, railways and airways. 

 
Roadways  

Bihar has a proficient network of state roadways and national highways. There are 29 national highways covering 2,910 km. 
The major places in the state from Patna are Sonepur, Vaishali, Nalanda, Gaya, Bodhgaya and Rajgir. Bihar State Tourism Development 
Corporation (BSTDC) also operates luxury buses on various routes in the state. 

 
Railways 

A prominent network of railways provides internal connectivity to most of the cities in Bihar as well as links it with other major 
cities of the country. Patna railway station is the major rail head in the state. It has a perfect connectivity with metropolitan cities like 
Delhi, Kolkata, Mumbai and Chennai. Hajipur is zonal headquarter of East Central railway in Bihar.  

 
Airways 

Bihar airways has two operational airports. They are Lok Nayak Jayaprakash Airport located in Patna, and the Gaya Airport 
located in Gaya.   

 The Patna airport is connected to Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Lucknow, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Chennai, Pune and Ranchi.  
 The Gaya Airport is an international airport connected to Colombo, Singapore, Bangkok and Paro. 

 
Tourism 

Tourism is the largest and fastest growing industry in the world. Bihar is spotted with monuments of its past glory. A 
magnificent destination attracting throngs of tourist every year with tremendous potential growth. Both the national and international 
level the tourist attracting spots in Bihar are generally known to be the historical sites like Bodhgaya, Rajgir, Nalanda and Vaishali and 
the other tourist attractive places in the state. The State Government has planned the eight tourist circuits in the state of Bihar are 
Buddhist Circuit, Jain Circuit, Ramayan Circuit, Shiv Shakti Circuit, Sufi Circuit, Sikh Circuit, Gandhi Circuit and Eco Circuit.  The 
Department of Tourism along with the Union Ministry of Tourism has made the provisions for additional facilities and tourist-friendly 
infrastructures. 
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Places to Visit in Bihar 
Historical Places: Golghar, Sher Shah Suri Tomb, Rohtasgarh Fort, Munger Fort, Nalanda, Agam Kuan, Barabar Caves, 

Kumhrar, Mahatma Gandhi Setu, Vishwa Shanti Stupa. 
Temples: Mahabodhi Temple, Vishnupad Mandir, Mangala Gowri Temple, Jal Mandir, Mithila Shakti Peeth. 
Museums: Patna Museum, Bihar Museum, Shrikrishna Science Centre, Jalan Museum, Rajendra Smriti Sangrahalaya 

Museum, Nalanda Archaeological Museum. 
Gardens and Parks: Sanjay Gandhi Jaivik Udyan, Kanwar Lake Bird Sanctuary, Kaimur Wildlife Sanctuary, Bhimbandh 

Wildlife Sanctuary, Buddha Smriti Park. 
Waterfall: Kakolat Falls, Karkat Falls. 
 

Conclusion 
There has been a strong extension in foreign travel to develop the state during recent years and this trend is expected to continue 

forever. Tourism Development of any state cannot be furnished without proper development in support to infrastructure facilities which 
includes accessibility, accommodation, water supply, sanitation, power and drainage. To ascertain the potential types of tourism, the 
State Government has been encouraging the development of nature and adventure pilgrim to attract tourists from different parts of the 
world. With appropriate technology, infrastructure and policy support it is possible to grow the trend in food grain production. Bihar 
has witnessed strong growth in per capita income. There is a development in the standard of living of peoples after the policies regulated 
by the government. 
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